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 Reflections



Framework for planning in 
NWT
• “Basis of Agreement” for Northern 

Land Use Planning (1984)
Lands Resources and Self• -
government Agreements (Sahtu, 
Gwich’in, Tłıc̨hǫ) 
Federal • Mackenzie Valley Resource 
Management Act 
Northern Lands Northern •
Leadership – GNWT Land Use and 
Sustainability Framework (2014)
Regional Land Use • Planning: 
Guidelines on what to expect from 
the GNWT (2016) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have seen presentation from other jurisdictions  where the planning framework is set out in neatly nested hierarchies. The logical part of me is envious of the simplicity and clarity. The framework for planning in the NWT is a negotiated one, and therefore more complex.Letter of agreement signed on June 18th 1984 by Canada and GNWT.Foundational document that set the stage for how regional planning would unfold and be addressed in subsequent Agreements. Historic doc. Principles – notably that the purpose of land use planning is to protect and promote the social, cultural and economic well-being of residents and communities in the settlement area, having regard to the interests of all Canadians;Roles for involvement and plan approvalStructure and ProcessesApproved Comprehensive Land Claim Agreements sets out the Co-management regime in the Mackenzie Valley, including the legislative framework for planning. Sahtu and Gwich’in Agreements follow a similar model; The approach to planning in the Tlicho Agreement is unique.Federal Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act operationalizes the Agreements. Part 2 of the MVRMA sets out:Roles and responsibilities for planning, for the Board, Governments and First Nations. Key  steps and processes of the planning process, including:Objectives to be taken into account for plan preparationPurpose and content of a land use planProcess for approval or reconsideration  Compliance with Plans Comprehensive ReviewFederal Policy Directions  Northern Lands Northern Leadership – GNWT Land Use and Sustainability Framework (2014)GNWT policy document that sets out GNWT Land Interests, reaffirmed GNWT’s commitment to a partnership approach to planning. The document also identifies Land Use Planning as the primary instrument of land and resource management. Developed on the eve of devolution. Intended to address the gap that the GNWT had nothing to guide its decision-making, including review and approvals of LUPs.  Regional Land Use Planning Guidelines: aptly title what to expect from the GNWT-describes GNWT review process and identifies 9 review criteria. That’s what we have established to date in the NWT;  The broad questions we are asking moving forward are: “Where are the gaps”? “How can we strengthen what we have”?  

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiu78b1uPnZAhVI22MKHV8rC-wQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://www.historymuseum.ca/cmc/exhibitions/archeo/nogap/lndclm2e.shtml&psig=AOvVaw1hCvY1s2vDLMvnU2tMBHMV&ust=1521585247196079


State of Regional Planning
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Region Status 

Inuvialuit Completed. Community advisory
plans + RSEA

Gwich’in Complete. Unable to complete 5 
year review.

Sahtu Complete. Plan due for 5 year 
review in 2018.

Tłıc̨hǫ Plan for Tłıc̨hǫ Lands complete. 
Plan for public lands incomplete

Dehcho Draft plan proceeding in tandem 
with land claim negotiation since 
2006

SE NWT Incomplete. Potential to be 
completed in tandem with land 
claim negotiations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning has unfolded uniquely in each region. ISR – different approach to planning than further down the valley. SLUP & GLUP – amendments, including reviews have been challenging. In the Wek’eezhii Management Area, the Tlicho Agreement provides for TG to complete a plan for their private lands, for Gov to develop a mechanism for public lands, or for a plan for the for the entire area. TG hPrivate lands plan complete. -working closely with the TG over the last four years to develop a plan-funding is a challenge, funding for planning is not part of the Claim implementation funding envelope at this time. -We are working collaboratively with TG & Canada to developing a business case to seek federal funding.Dehcho Region  - in tandem with CLCA. Developed by a G to G  to G planning committee according to a terms of reference established through the Main Table. Challenges of regional fragmentation. SE NWT – unique are with multiple Indigenous groups with overlapping territories, within the NWT, and south of the border. There is potential that planning can happen in tandem with Negotiations. We cannot look to other regions for a model for the way forward.  



Approach to advancing planning in the 
NWT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose: To provide information on the current context for planning;  our approach to working with Indigenous, federal and regulatory planning partners; and the current strategy being developed with our planning partners to advance land use planning in the NWT. 
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Current Planning Context

There is a move towards co-
governance between public 

and Indigenous 
Governments in the NWT

Areas in the NWT without completed land use 
plans include overlapping traditional lands of 
several Indigenous groups within and outside of 
the NWT. 

The policy framework to guide future 
land use planning will need to be 
developed and agreed upon in 
partnership. 

Existing land use plans need renewal, 
and the planning boards are 

struggling. 

Canada seems willing to invest in 
the work being done in the NWT to 
advance direct government to 
government approaches to land 
use planning. 

Indigenous groups are seeking 
support from Government for their 

own pre-planning work, and to build 
overall capacity for participating in 

land and resource management. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First the lay of the land. What is going on in the NWT, and what are the opportunities and challenges that we are gonna have to tackle to advance planning? 1. Completing regional land use plans where there are none. (back to the map) South & North East of the big lake. This is an area of mutiple overlapping traditional lands, several ongoing land claim negotiations, and shared communities. Either everyone moves forward together, or we will get nowhere. 2. A move towards co-governance: When the devolution agreement in the NWT was signed in 2014 so was another agreement between NWT Indigenous Governments and the GNWT – The NWT Intergov Agreement on Lands and Resources Management.The agreement created an Intergovernmental Council to allow for direct government to government relationships on lands and resources. This direct government to government approach is something that the GNWT and Indigenous Governments have begun to use for land use planning as well, direct government to government governance structures instead of arms length co-management. 3. Canada is showing interest in joining the G2G discussion on land use planningWe recently got Canada to work with us and the Tlicho Government to develop a business case for federal funding for a direct G3 approach to completing a regional plan for the Wekeezhii area. 4. Capacity building and pre-planning work is required5. Policy guidance and intergovernmental agreements are needed.6. Capacity is also an issue for the existing planning boards. Plan review is struggling. 



Forum #4: Engagement on 
Draft LUP Strategy 

Forum #3: Engagement on 
advancing LUP in SE NWT

Forum #2: Engagement on 
Development of a GNWT LUP  

Strategy

Forum #1: Engagement on LUP 
Needs for the NWT & discussion 
about LUPPF
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Our approach 

Options Paper: Land Use 
Planning Mechanism for 

Wek'èezhìi  
Options Paper: Advancing 

LUP in the SE NWT

Discussion Paper:  “Towards 
an NWT LUP Strategic 

Framework”
Scoping Study: A Wek'èezhìi 

LUP Process

2015

2016

2017

2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Approach: Our biggest focus since devolution has been on increasing dialogue between planning partners. Our planning framework cannot be developed in isolation, it is an evolving strategy being built through dialogue and exchange. 
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There is a real interest in undertaking future 
planning on a G3 basis between  the NWT, 

Indigenous Governments and Canada. What is 
needed to guide the planning process? 

How can we support  Indigenous 
Government led pre-planning work, 

and community dialogue in 
overlapping traditional areas as part of  

a regional planning processes? 

Can we do a better job at 
coordinating sector planning; and, 

contribution funding to address the 
capacity needs of Indigenous 

Governments? 
What can we learn from the successes 
of the Inuvialuit region in planning for 
areas of overlapping traditional lands, 

and the use of strategic EA?

How can we support planning 
boards to complete the review 
of existing land use plans. 

We need to build better 
business cases for federal 
funding in partnership with our 
planning partners.

The current conversation in the NWT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In May we are bringing our planning partners back together to develop our strategy – how will we tackle the challenges and opportunities out there. Here is a sketch of our strategy discussion. The one we will be having in May. 



Reflections
• Build a shared vision through dialogue
• Strengthen relationships and build partnerships
• Pull all the levers
• Keep your eye on the big picture and adapt to 

regional differences
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leave you with some reflections on what we have learned over the last years and some thoughts for moving forward based on our experience. Some of this may resonate in the Yukon context. Post devolution, GNWT wanted to show leadership in LUP. It is featured in the LUSF.  We knew the path forward was in partnership. We started with conversation about developing Land Use Planning Policy Framework through our First LUP ForumRealized very quickly that developing a comprehensive policy framework for planning in the NWT is challenging  While there are common planning challenges, the specific response to advance and strengthen planning are unique region to region. In Sahtu & Gwich’in  - needs are more specific to improvements in process scoping and Terms of Reference. In Wekheezhhii the primary challenge is funding – Working Group to develop a Business Case  In southeastern NWT there is little to guide us (not even Interim Measures Agreements for Planning). We are prioritizing our efforts in this area, and working closely with negotiators and building support at a community and regional level for a government to government approach.   Capacity is a common challenge across the board.Policy wonks friends say “when you are thinking about policy don’t limit yourself to thinking about big P policy documents or guidelines. Think more broadly about all the levers you can pull to achieve your goals.Thinking strategically about funding. Business Cases. Coordinated internally with Capacity funding. GNWT wants  to put resrouces towards this, but we treat carefully because planning, tied to land claims, is a federal responsibilty that was not transferred Support capacity at the community level to participate first in community led planning, but with the goal that it will roll up to a regional plan that can be implemented by government.How can we incentivise collaboration between Indigenous groups who do not typically work together.Finally, the softer fuzzier elements of relationships and dialogue is so important. Forum – seen behavioral change through the process of building s shared visison and discussing best practices. E.g., Sahtu review & focus on A forum for dialogue is essential for collaborative planning – works best outside of the specific planning processes and issues. This approach needs a champion and it required resources.   



Darha Phillpot, Manager, Land Use Planning, Department of Lands, GNWT
Darha_Phillpot@gov.nt.ca
Michael Mifflin, Senior Consultant, Land Use Planning
Michael_Mifflin@gov.nt.ca
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Questions and comments

mailto:Darha_Phillpot@gov.nt.ca
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